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RJR specializes in providing customized solutions for 
our clients including custom managed hosting solutions

Managed Hosting Solutions

RJR innovations managed hosting solutions cover a wide range of computing-intensive applications, and we take care of all your 
business web hosting needs, from Remedy hosting, Footprints hosting, website hosting, exchange hosting, dedicated email server, 
service desk hosting  to configurations customized to meet your business needs with the best possible conditions to host your site or 
to run your business.

Having your IT infrastructure in-house, could place your data at risk and become an added expense requiring a dedicated costly 
resource.  By leveraging RJR’s wide array of managed hosting services, you can focus on running your business while we manage the 
technology, to ensure your systems are always running at superior uptime and performance.

At RJR we understand that each client comes with their own unique needs and goals when it comes to their IT infrastructure.  That’s 
why RJR specializes in providing customized solutions for their clients including custom managed hosting solutions, supporting a broad 
range of platforms and applications. Our customers have relied on us for almost 12 years for their IT needs, we strive to meet your 
hosting needs to streamline your business and increase security while saving money.

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

For all the benefits of this product and more visit RJRinnovations.com

RJR offers Remedy managed hosting giving you the ability and freedom to customize your Remedy solution.  Think of us as your 
“Hosted Remedy Concierge” on top of hosting we offer full end to end administration so you can leverage our expertise to ensure your 
systems are running at optimal performance.  We also offer a wide variety of add-ons to build your custom environment including a 
robust customizable CRM solution.  Our Remedy ITSM solution includes our RJR CRM solution which is designed to helps you stream-
line your business by integrating your CRM into your ITSM solution seamlessly.

MANAGED HOSTING OF REMEDY

RJR offers Footprints managed hosting giving you the ability and freedom to customize your Footprints solution.  Think of us as your 
“Hosted Footprints Concierge” on top of hosting we offer full end to end administration so you can leverage our expertise to ensure 
your systems are running at optimal performance.  We also offer a wide variety of add-ons to build your custom environment including 
our very own Footprints Service Core ITSM Database and our Footprints Administrator Companion Tool.

MANAGED HOSTING OF FOOTPRINTS

RJR offers Footprints managed hosting giving you the ability and freedom to customize your Footprints solution.  Think of us as your 
“Hosted Footprints Concierge” on top of hosting we offer full end to end administration so you can leverage our expertise to ensure 
your systems are running at optimal performance.  We also offer a wide variety of add-ons to build your custom environment including 
our very own Footprints Service Core ITSM Database and our Footprints Administrator Companion Tool.

MANAGED BUSINESS HOSTING (WEB, EMAIL AND CUSTOM NEEDS)


